Welcome to the **TCU Mapping Matrix**! The matrix is a dissemination aid for **TCU Mapping-Enhanced Counseling**. All TCU Counseling Interventions are based on this evidence-based counseling technique for improving psychosocial and related decision-making skills. The purpose of the matrix is to assist substance abuse practitioners in locating a particular map from the resources available in TCU mapping manuals and guides. A “core set” of about **70 maps** are listed and linked from the 7-page matrix, and the matrix structure helps to locate and select the map most appropriate for a counseling need. Besides the maps and interventions represented, other mapping training guides and interventions with additional maps are featured in the TCU Intervention Section and can be downloaded at the [IBR Website](http://ibr.tcu.edu).

The diagram at right shows how the matrix works. For further assistance obtaining these and other IBR resources, please contact [ibr@tcu.edu](mailto:ibr@tcu.edu)

### Matrix Information

**Map Titles** are linked to the TCU Mapping Interventions section of our website. This Matrix lists the Maps alphabetically.

**Mapping Guide Codes** in this column represent the intervention where the map can be found and includes the page number for the map in the intervention. The code is linked to the TCU Mapping Interventions section of our website.

### Grid with Columns

**Grid with Columns** illustrates where the **Topic Areas** match the **Map Titles** (far left column). An X in the grid shows the match.